
THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF APPLE AS A COMPANY

Apple Inc.'s success is linked to the ability to use business strengths to overcome weaknesses and threats, and to
exploit opportunities in the.

Also, it is recommended that the company further enhance the automation of its production processes, and
support the automation of its contract manufacturers, as a way of addressing the rising labor costs involving
Apple product manufacturers. The touchscreen interface is being used in other phones e. The following
business weaknesses are the most notable in the case of Apple: Limited distribution network High selling
prices Dependence of sales on high-end market segments Apple Inc. Photo: Public Domain Apple Inc. Due to
their premium pricing, only middle or high-class individuals can afford their products. What existing needs
can be met with a superior user experience, or what new needs â€” like the previously unknown need for
wireless headphones that are always charged â€” can be created? The Handbook of Human Performance
Technology,  The result is a product that, beyond being massively late to market in part because of
iPhone-induced myopia , is inferior to the competition on two of three possible vectors: the HomePod is
significantly more expensive than an Echo or Google Home, it has an inferior voice assistant, but it has a
better speaker. Weaknesses: Pricey Products â€” Apple products are one of the priciest on the market. The
company has not yet implemented or participated in creating sustainable technology that is eco-friendly. Let's
see why: Strengths: Product development. An Overview of Apple Apple, Inc. High profit margin 4. Visionary
and charismatic. Apple has revolutionized the tech market for several times. Threats Facing Apple Inc. His
aim was to build gadgets based on the experiences people already had. Investments in research and
development 3. Apple is still determined to build and craft better, more proficient technology devices. That
means iMessage is both an iPhone lock-in and a channel to introduce new services like person-to-person
Apple Pay. Strength: The App Store The strategic role of 3rd-party apps has shifted over time: once a
differentiator for iOS, Android has largely reached parity, and apps are now table stakes. Pickton, D. This
inability to iterate quickly makes it harder for Apple to innovate as rapidly as Google does in the services
space or as fast as Samsung in the hardware space. As is always the case with the modern incarnation of
Apple, though, the announcements that truly mattered centered around iOS. For example, Samsung's Galaxy S
line of mobile phones sees a new release every year or so now. Here Google is the obvious counter: certainly
the search company wants to better target advertisements, but the benefits gained from data go far beyond
overt monetization. They have billions of customers with steady increment. He has been described as a control
freak and very demanding. Moreover, rising labor costs involving contract manufacturers, such as those in
China, reduce profit margins or push selling prices even higher. Exploring SWOT analysis â€” where are we
now? Bernroider, E. For example, the company carefully selects the authorized sellers of its products. The
illegal dealers sell Apple counterfeit products at the same value as an original Apple product. Interestingly,
Apple made moves in this direction, syncing things like facial recognition data and Messages across devices,
favoring convenience over a very slight increase in the risk to privacy. That was down from  With its
operations in various markets around the world, the company deals with different sets of SWOT factors based
on regional situations. An expanded distribution network can help Apple reach more customers in the global
market. Threats: Big ideas are easy to copy. Moreover, the generic competitive strategy and intensive growth
strategies of Apple Inc. Solid financial position of the business 5.


